
In field populations of a biennial plant species, the
probability that an individual either died, remained
vegetative, or flowered in any growing season was
highly correlated with the size of its vegetative rosette
the preceding year. Rosettes produced flowering stalks
only after attaining a critical size. Size provided better
predictions of plant fatethan did age. [The Sd® indi-
cates that this paper has been cited in over 125
publications.]
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Neither the research nor publication of this paper
was a straightforward matter. In fact, the research
began as a study not about teasel or biennial plants,
but about old-field succession. I was working on doc-
toral research in the late 19605 testing several no-
tions of the day about secondary succession, includ-
ing my favourite that particular combinations of life-
forms were responsible for the patterns of diversity
and productivity observed in successional seres. I
was working at the Kellogg Biological Station of
Michigan State University in an experimental set of
old-fields set up by Dr. John Cantlon. Teasel was a
perfect experimental tool—it was not in the fields
although it could grow there, it had large seeds, no
seed bank to speak of, large leafy rosettes in one
year, and (I expected) very tall single flower stalks
the second year. My main interest was what teasel
would do to the plant communities when added in
known quantities.

In hindsight, it was fortunate that I also had taken
time to mark, measure, and monitor individually the
introduced teasel seedlings, some 1,785 of which

were still alive by the end of the first year. In the
second year the rosettes seemed healthyenough, but
85 percent did not produce flowers; a disaster, I
thought! In my nightmares, smug green rosette faces
mocked my wish to finish a PhD in nonisal time. Nev-
ertheless, I duly measured the little beasts. By the
third year about 60 percent flowered, and I wrote
my thesis about communities and life-form “combin-
ability.” I continued to monitor the teasels for the
next two years, as the stragglers also flowered. I
found out that the probability of various fates de-
pended on how large it had become by the end of
the growing season, regardless of age. As it turned
out, growth rates were slowed to different de-
grees, depending upon the type of surrounding
neighbours.
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The paper was rejected outright by the first journal
whose reviewer did not understand that the results
went beyond the trivial point that a biennial might
take longer than two years to produce flowers. One
of the reviewers of the second journal wanted me
to cite “previous work” on this species by a well-
known plant ecologist who, in fact, was actually re-
ferring to my own unpublished results! When this
was pointed out, the paper was quickly accepted.

The paper carried implications for two major lines
of inquiry, which seems to account for the majority
of the citations. First, it pointed out a major, easily
measured quality of plants that was tied to vital at-
tributes; it followed that if size was at a premium,
then growth rate must be also. Both size and growth
rate received increased attention by physiologists,
geneticists, and evolutionary and community
ecologists.
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Second, the paper carried a key con-

cept important for modelling plant population
growth. Plant ecologists working on field populations
could go beyond phenomenological studies of vari-
ous stages of life history to predictions of population
behaviour.
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” Also, theoretical work advanced in the

form of general formulae that applied to organisms
with variable growth rates.
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Finally, it seenta that the

phenomenon of critical size for flowering was inher-
ent in many scientists’ data sets; several of these were
published as notes soon after 1975.

Today, the concepts demonstrated in this paper are
well entrenched in our thinking. This was not the
case in the 1970s, just at the height of the growth
phase of the field of plant population ecology.
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